This paper discusses algorithms for computing verified convex hull and distance enclosure for objects represented by axis-aligned or unaligned octrees. To find a convex enclosure of an octree, the concept of extreme vertices of boxes on its boundary has been used. The convex hull of all extreme vertices yields an enclosure of the object. Thus, distance algorithms for convex polyhedra to obtain lower bounds for the distance between two octrees can be applied. Since using convex hulls makes it possible to avoid the unwanted wrapping effect that results from repeated decompositions, it also opens a way to dynamic distance algorithms for moving objects.
Introduction
Bounding volumes provide a common technique for reconstructing a scene object relying on a hierarchical model representation of the object using axis-aligned bounding boxes. The main advantage of octrees is that the object representation does not depend on the nature of the real solid. This is a useful property for objects with complex structures that are difficult to describe using exact mathematical formulas. An adaptive enclosure of a real solid that depends only on the chosen maximum level of the tree is another advantage of the octree data structure. Because of their adaptive depth octrees offer faithful enclosure of a real object and can be used to describe a virtual environment constructed from camera data. For moving objects it is interesting to use unaligned octrees to avoid the wrapping effect when performing the octree decomposition in a common coordinate system after several rotations.
In this paper we focus on a reliable distance calculation between two disjoint objects represented by an octree data structure. Distance algorithms are most frequently used in robotics to determine the distance between two obstacles in the environment of a robot or between a sensor point and an object [3] . When the scene is unknown at the beginning of the simulation, it has to be reconstructed initially from camera data, e.g., using bounding volumes as octrees. In cases where the objects are rotating during the simulation, an unwanted wrapping effect may occur, and the distance computation between two unaligned octrees becomes difficult and slow. To cope with this problem, we offer a new algorithm for building the convex hull of an octree. Using the convex hull of an octree allows one to apply algorithms for computing the distance between convex polyhedra and to speed up the distance calculation as well as to reduce the wrapping effect. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the underlying definitions of axis-aligned and unaligned octrees; Sections 3 and 4 deal with reliable algorithms for computing enclosures for the distance between objects represented by octrees; the wrapping effect is briefly discussed in Section 5; a new convex hull algorithm for a hierarchical object representation based on the concept of extreme vertices is presented in Section 6; Section 7 offers some concluding remarks.
Axis-aligned and unaligned octrees
Quadtrees and octrees are well-known data types used to represent flat and spatial data hierarchically in a tree-based structure with four or eight child-nodes. The idea is to divide a square or a cube including 2D-or 3D-objects into four mutually disjoint subsquares or eight mutually disjoint voxels until the required closeness to the object is reached [6] . Each node, square or cube is checked to see whether it is full (black), partially empty (gray) or empty (white) of solid material. If the nodes are empty or full, they do not need to be subdivided any further. In the case of partial emptiness, the nodes need to be subdivided to create a higher level quadtree or octree. The subdivision process is repeated until all the nodes are either full or empty or until the maximal resolution level has been reached. To obtain an outer or an inner hierarchically structured approximation of the object, partially occupied leaves are filled or emptied (see Fig. 1 for an enclosure).
Axis-aligned octrees may offer a good enclosure for real objects. With moving objects it is better to use unaligned octrees to avoid the wrapping effect when performing the octree decomposition in a common coordinate system after several rotations. If the objects are represented in an axis-aligned octree, the boxes have vertices which are machine numbers [2] . However, after several rotations and due to rounding errors, the vertices have to be replaced by small intervals of machine numbers.
We define axis-aligned cubes belonging to an arbitrary hierarchy level of the first octree by
and cubes of the second octree by
However, after a rotation, the vertices have to be replaced by small intervals of machine numbers due to rounding errors. We define an edge with the interval endpoints To represent a rotated object each box of the axis-aligned octree belonging to the latter is rotated with angle about an axis a = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) by using the matrix A( ) with
where ijk = (−1) t+1 and t is the number of transpositions in the permutation ijk. 
Basic distance computations
The distance d between an axis-aligned line X + h + te i , j ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, 2, 3, and a line [a, a] + ug is given by
where e i denotes a unit vector, n the normal of both lines, and ·, · and × the scalar and cross product, respectively. Here e i × g depends only on the coordinates g j and g k of g. To verify whether the distance d lies within the edges (which is the case if 0 t 1 and 0 u 1 hold), the following tests are applied (see Fig. 2 ):
To compute the distance between a point X + h and an interval edge defined by 
Then, if the angle test (
X + h − mid[a, a], g ∩ R − = ∅) ∧ ( X + h − mid[b, b], g ∩ R + = ∅)
Distance algorithms for octrees
The distance calculation for octree-encoded objects is based on a simple computation of the distance between two boxes which can be done with high accuracy. If the objects are represented in an axis-aligned octree, the vertices are machine numbers. This case is dealt with in [2] .
Using an appropriate local coordinate system, the case of two unaligned cubes can be reduced to the case of an unaligned cube Q 1 and an axis-aligned one Q 2 . The distance between an axis-aligned and a rotated cube that both belong to a higher hierarchy level of the octrees can be computed as follows (see [4] 
):
Algorithm.
(A) Axis-aligned cubes: If the edges are parallel or perpendicular then the cubes are axis-parallel and we can use the algorithm in [2] . The test can be done by using the exact scalar product. Memorize the Voronoi regions of the interval edges of Q 1 : Each point of the rotated edge can be seen only from at most three facets (see Fig.2 ). An edge may belong to as many as six different Voronoi regions. 
Wrapping effect
The wrapping effect may occur if an object in the scene is rotated around an axis during the simulation. To reduce this effect we usẽ
for computing the imageã of the vertex a after several rotations by angles 1 , . . . , m around the same axis and translations t 1 , . . . , t m , instead of applying the rotations and translations to the vertices and their images step-by-step. The sum can be calculated with the aid of the exact scalar product.
Construction of convex hull
To obtain lower bounds for the distance between two octrees, we can build the convex hulls of both and afterwards apply well-known distance algorithms for convex polyhedra. A feasible way to acquire a convex enclosure of an octree representing an object is to use the concept of extreme vertices of the boxes forming the boundary. Then, the convex hull of all extreme vertices yields an enclosure of the object. This approach also opens a way to dynamic distance algorithms for moving objects. Furthermore, the unwanted wrapping effect can be reduced by using both the convex hulls of the objects and Eq. (1) for computing the images of extreme vertices after each rotation.
Here we only describe the determination of the convex hull of a hierarchical data structure by considering a quadtree Q as an example. In the preprocessing phase, all leaf-squares that cannot contain an extreme vertex point will be removed. For this purpose the rectangle hull [x
. . is constructed, i.e., the smallest axis-aligned rectangle that covers Q at level k, with the left-, right-, bottom-and topmost corners of Q (see Fig. 3 ).
Let
. . , n(n 4 k ) be the black or gray nodes of level k with machine-representable corners. If P min R and P max R both belong to gray nodes at level k − 1 (see Fig. 3 ), we update x (k) max as follows:
The values x In case of an octree the preprocessing phase can be done analogously using a transformation of the octree into a bintree and realizing the update of the black marks successively in x-, y-and z-direction (see Fig. 6 ). The preprocessing starts with the smallest axis-aligned cube covering the octree and finishes with a set M of the extreme points. Instead of R 1 , . . . , R 4 we have eight regions each with three extreme corners. To eliminate points that are not extreme points the QuickHull algorithm can be used [1] . 
Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed reliable algorithms for computing convex hulls and lower bounds for the distances between objects represented by octrees. The distance algorithms are based on a distance computation either between an axis-aligned and a rotated octree or between their convex hulls. The necessary basic distance computations have been investigated. The approach with convex hulls opens a way to dynamic distance algorithms for moving objects while avoiding the unwanted wrapping effect.
